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ADER
Simmons Urges
Vigorous Effort
For Red Cross

AF's Six-Ton Super Blockbuster
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Manslaughter Case Father, Sister Of Caldwell Hero Few Violations Of
Price Rules Are
Claims Interest Receive His Army Air Medal
Found In County
In Circuit Court
Some Stores Fail To

in a ceremony at the Army
Air Base at Sturgis last Tuesday, H. E. East, father, and
Loretta, sister of Technical SerReturns
Grand Jury
Chairman Reports Total
geant Roy W. East, Eiglith Army
Dispiciy OPA Charts
20 Indictments; Three Air Force, United States Army,
Donations Of $5,356;
Mark Articles
And
received the Oak Leaf and
Get Prison Sentences
Fredonia Gifts Spurt
, Report
Cluster, gold medals mounted
Plainly
On Guilty Pleas
With Children's Aid
upon the Air Corps ribbon,
No serious violations of OPA
The grand jurry for the March awarded the Caldwell county
Only a serious lag in efforts
ceiling price regulations have
Court hero, reported missing in action
been uncovered in Princeton,
of workers who are conducting term of CaldWell Circuit
Fredonia and Caldwell county
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said Wednesday as he reported alleged felonies and five for mis- ment which participating in five
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The University's President
Thinks Straight Ahead
"Those Japanese are smart guys. They
know that education produces leaders, so
they attempt to crush the source . .. our
schools and universities."
Thus spoke a Chinese statesman, commenting upon Japanese bombings of institutions of learning in China. The Chinese have
been so convinced of the importance of educational establishments that they have
moved bodily their colleges and schools,
without interruptigg classes, back into the
hills and unoccupied country as the enemy
armies have advanced.
"The young men of our Army are the
smartest soldiers in the world," said Gen.
Joe Stillwell recently. "They are the best
educated men that ever went into battle. I
am positively thrilled when I see what they
can do," the general continued.
The foregoing quotations are taken from
a recent address by Dr. H. L. Donovan,
president of the University of Kentucky,
stressing pressing new needs of the State's
chief educational institution and needs
which will grow out of this war.
Dr. Donovan points out that, in a war
dominated by machines directed by highly
trained technicians under the leadership of
well educated men, the present conflict has
demonstrated, as nothing which ever happened before, the great importance of education. "I venture the prediction that our
people will have greater faith in the fundamental values of higher education in the
years ahead than they ever had before,"
says the University president.
Numerous leaders, in all walks of life,
have begun latterly to realize that the men
who come back home from this war will,
almost immediately, assume charge of run-

ning things. Especially will this be true in
politics. The returned fighters will be
elected to many offices, high and low. That
many of them had, before they e tered the
services, some higher education 1t, a great
ghtiest
blessing, for theirs will be the
jobs in the history of the county.
The returning men will be, in many instances, avid to return to colleges and universities from which they were torn by
the country's call te duty at the front. They
will be better students, Dr. Donovan believes, taking life more seriously, doing
more work in less time than younger students.
"Two wars in a single generation should
convince us that in the kind of world in
which we live, universal peace cannot be
brought about merely by wishing for it.
No matter how passionately we may long
for peace it will not come to a nation that
is not prepared to defend itself. We have
learned that war is not outlawed by the
passing of resolutions. We may as well
recognize that the best insurance against
war in the future will be universal military
training," Dr. Donovan declares.
Many persons in Kentucky have long
since recognized in the president of the
University of Kentucky a straight thinking
educator whose leadership already has effected great progress at the Lexington institution. His recent address, revealing his
grasp of the educational problems Kentucky faces now and his forward looking
plans for coping with postwar demands,
gives evidence anew that the State will be
in the vanguard in providing expanding and
stream-lined educational facilities for our
fighting men and women in the very different days when peace shall come again.

Pennyrile Postscriptsii„,

WASHINGTON IN WARTIME

GRAVES FOR U. S. HEROES
By Jack Stinnett
Washington—There's a scrap going
on on here now between some residents of Arlington county and the
War Department that is of far more
than local importance.
Residents are seeking to block the
department's purchase of 90 acres to
add to Arlington National Cemetery
to make room for 18,000 additional
graves for service men and their
wives.
There's no need to go deeply into
the local situation. Arlington cemetery already is so crowded that
priorities on plots are bitterly contested by high ranking military officials. According to one attorney
representing Arlington county residents, the present rate of burial,
which is nothing to what it will be
as the war progresses, will use up
the 90 additional acres, plus all
available space now in the cemetery
in seven years.
Rep. Howard W. Smith, Virginia
Democrat, who represents the district
"just across the Potomac," says twothirds of the area sought contains
328 family dwellings, including several apartment houses and one $125,000 school.
These are the basic facts in the
local Arlington county ruckus, but
there is much more to it than that.
The real question is whether the nation wants to go on mushrooming
Arlington into a vast national
marble forest for men who have died
in service, or whether we will take
time out now to establish other national cemeteries where proper space
and care can be given to the grw:es
of honored dead.
There are 53,000 graves in Arlington now. The land the War Department wishes to purchase would
bring the total to 71,000. But according to Rep. Smith, there will be
26,000,000 eligible for burial under
existing regulations. That doesn't

mean, of course, there are likely
to be one-tenth that number of requests, but if there were only one
one-hundredth, Arlington again would
be forced to seek hundreds of new
acres.
As in the last war, thousands of
our boys will be buried overseas;
thousands already have been. Many
families will want their loved ones
buried in home cemeteries, but Arlington can't go on forever as our
only national cemetry for service
men.
Several suggestions have been
made. One is that another cemetery be established on the Manassas, Va., battlefield, where the government already owns several thousand acres. The government owns a
dozen other memorials, where area
and beauty of the landscape would
provide ideal burial sites for national heroes.
Another suggestion is that a number of populous states join hands
with the federal government in establishing national shrines within
their own borders, making graves
more accessible to resident families.

You Don't Say:
There was so little demand for
airplanes after World War I that a
new plane, never uncrated, could be
bought for about $75.
The city of Havana was 100 years
old when the Pilgrims sailed into
Massachusetts Bay on the Mayflower.
Red, which the Chinese consider
the luckiest color, predominates at
their weddings and funerals.
The Army often uses Indian dialects for message codes since the
enemy is unable to decipher them. .
Candidates for athletic games in
ancient Greece did not eat meat but
lived on new cheese, dried figs, and
boiled grain with warm water.

Mary had a nifty dress;
airy;
"Twas short and sweet and
all,
at
dirt
the
show
didn't
It
But gee how it showed Mary!
—Pathfinder.
Milady's pre-Easter headgear is as
ludicrous)
gay and festive (nut to say
and apas in any pre-war year . . .
parently as abundant on the market.
for
A new hat is said to be the cure
many ills and woes, hence the mere
with
male is willing to put up
'most any monstrosity his lady wants
to wear.
11111
The county judge's office was overflowing with "customers" Monday,
with
Tuesday and We
L. A. Northington, representative of
the Department of Revenue, busy as
the proverbial cranberry merchant
helping last-minute income tax payers trying to fill out their returns.
This is, as has been pointed out
by many and sundry who have
difficult
tried it, an extremely
chore this year; not to be lightly attempted or quickly done. From all
indications, a good many first-time
income taxpayers are going to be
late with their returns. Pennyriler
heard a suggestion that the County
Farm Bureau would perform a wonderfulfully helpful service if it
helped with this job next year.
A customer said Monday "It certainly pays to advertise in The
Leader." She showed Dorothy a
letter from a former Princeton lady
ordering sonic underwear mentioned
in a recent display ad. Only trouble
was, the order called for twice as
many of these garments as were in
the store's stock!
Somebody failed to appear to take
charge of the Red Cross War Fund
booth in the Farmers National Bank

Monday morning, so Nancy
ham, home demonstration agent,
pressed into service. The bowl,
fine the first week but stem%
have harder going this week,
the generous donors had done
stuff and the smaller givers
being solicited on every hand.
Next Monday is the big
Monday" of the year here, when
nually everybody who can get
at all comes to town. Monday*
always busy days in Princeton,
the livestock market has been
tioning; but business picks up
genuine high when the March
Monday rolls 'round.
Bill Powell, former Leader r
er, has been assigned to write
Irvin S. Cobb funeral story for
Paducah Sun-Democrat, where
now one of the main newsmep.
is an honor for Bill, who will (11
excellent job . . tho apparently
chore must wait nearly two
for Cobb's widow to get well e
•
to come home with the h
ashes for the tribute his home
will pay.
Residents of South Jefferson
report speeding automobiles
serious hazards to life and limb
on that thorofare and that
when appealed to, ask them to
out warrants for offenders.
citizens say, in turn, the law's
sentatives are supposed to bresk
such driving by catching those
in the act. A recent accident
which two cars were damaged
one man critically injured, is
dence that speeding, especially
city streets, is highly dangerous.
What next? A soldier attending
Army Cooks' and Bakers' School
just sent his mother a batch of
ies.

"Exit Laughing"
Irvin S. Cobb, if not the most gifted
among Kentucky's best writers, perhaps
the most widely read at the height of his
career, is dead in New York; and the hearts
of many are saddened at his passing.
For Cobb had the gift of humor and
passed it along, whenever he could, to
delight millions and to lighten the leaven
of the world's sorrow.
During the other World War, Cobb went
abroad as a war correspondent; and the
first stories he sent back, concerning themselves with the humorist's trials and tribulations in a London hotel, were shafts of
brilliant sunshine piercing the gloom of
days when Flanders fields ran red with
Allied blood.
Best known at home and throughout
the land for his Judge Priest stories, Irvin
Cobb was celebrated also for his genial
humor in after dinner speeches. He once
toured the country as a lecturer and, tho
his appearance in a full dress suit was sufficient always to start his audience off in
gales of laughter, his wit and intelligence
held his hearers from first to last as effectively as other more charming attributes
served better looking performers on the
stage.
Cobb's radio speeche,, for Wendell Willkie,
in the last presidential campaign, served to
put a severe strain upon the affection in
which he was held by many down here in
the Pennyrile and the Purchase; but this
passed for the most part and his last visit
back home to Paducah was occasion for the

same old-fashioned celebrations of good
cheer and companionship with which his
whole life and work were filled.
Leaving Paducah as a young reporter,
Cobb went to New York and made his mark.
He served a metropolitan daily as Washington correspondent and began writing
short stories, winning the Pulitzer prize
one year with a thriller about the cottonmouth water moccasins of the Louisiana
swamps. He was a prolific magazine writer,
with contracts calling for frequent contributions to several of the most popular
periodicals of the day . . . contracts which
forced him to toil prodigiously and to turn
out some copy of less than first quality.
Throughout his long career, which included a starring role or two in the movies,
followed by a satisfactory connection with
a large film concern as scenario adviser,
Irvin Cobb constantly kept his sense of
humor and his ability to bring happiness to
those around him. Not long ago, when he
was stricken ill while .on a visit to the East
and a report gained circulation that he was
dead, Cobb issued a statement to the press
that was as funny as anything he ever
wrote and almost as pithy as. Mark Twain's
famous remark about that author's passing
being greatly exaggerated.
Now Cobb is gone; and adults who enjoyed his humor and rejoiced in the fame
he brought to Kentucky and the section of
his nativity grieve; for there never can be
another Irvin Cobb.

VI

There are some wounds

For Those Who Give All
If you have let the current Red Cross
War Fund 'campaign go along to this point
without your financial support, the time to
take stock of your obligation toward this
organization is now.
Someone near and dear to you is in this
war . . . probably up to his eyeballs. He
won't approve negligence on the home front,
when it comes to the Red Cross, because
the Red Cross is helping him through the
worst time of his life.
Every•newspaper you pick up these days
contains printed letters from men at the
front; indeed, the boys are writing from
hundreds of points throughotit the world, to
tell home folk about the many services
rendered by Red Cross workers.
Pictures of battle scenes, field hospitals,
rest camps, recreation rooms, hospitals behind the lines, deserts, swamps, mountains
show Red Cross workers giving aid and
comfort to men and boys who have borne
the brunt of defending our kind of life
against the most ruthless enemies turned
loose in the world in hundreds of years. The
pictures, as always, are more impressive
than many words, written, printed or
spoken.
We have abundant proof that the Red

Cross is doing the biggest and the toughest
job it has ever been called upon to perform
in a manner which should warm the
cockles of all our hearts. So, let us be liberal
•
in giving the only help we can to guarantee
continuance of the Red Cross work that's
aiding so greatly in making the bitterness
of war a little less hard to take for those
who are giving their all.
Recent estimates are that 13 percent of
the men reporting for indaction are mentally or emotionally disqualified.
/111
The American Constitution is the most
wonderful work ever struck off at a given
time by the brain and purpose of man.—W.
E. Gladstone (1878).
Among the first to supplement sailing
ships with oars were Mediterranean pirates,
who overhauled becalmed victims.
Blessed is he who expects nothing, for he
shall never be disappointed — Alexander
Pope (1727).
111
Children are poor men's riches.—Old English proverb.
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HEN a man is hit in battle, he gets
the best of care. No effort, no
expense is spared to save our wounded
boys.
But there are some wounds no drugs
can heal ... the wounds that come from
loneliness,from being far from home...
the wounds that come from worry..
the wound of missing you until his heart
breaks and he feels he can't go on.
There are no drugs for wounds like
these—no drugs except a mother's touch.
And that is where the Red Cross—your
Red Cross comes in.
For the Red Cross is still the Greatest
Mother in the World. All over this earth

W

—wherever our fighting men go—the Red
Cross is with them.Its Clubmobiles stand
at desert crossroads. Its rest homes will
be found on every front from London to
Calcutta.1Wherever humanly possible, its
packages reach the prisoners
of war in far-off camps ...
get through the barbed wire
GIVE
straight from your hearts...
with fine American food,
cigarettes and tobacco.
SS

•

When you say "Thank God

TO

for the Red Cross" remember this ... it
is your Red Cross... your bandages and
your blood.
Yes, and your money tool
Giving to the Red Cross has always
been a great proud habit of thirty million
American families ... proud that they
could give ... proud of Red Cross that
made the giving worthwhile.
Of course, you have given
generously before. Of course,
you will give again.
THE

RED CROSS

Butthis year,when the need
is greater than ever before...
when it's your own sons we
serve...this year dig deep and
be glad. For wherever he is

The RED CROSS is at his side
and the Red Cr,:YOU!
Princeton Cream & Butter Co.
B. T.
Daum Prop.
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Do you want
job like this?
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Baton Rouge, La.(4)----The first
15 volumes of "Annals de
Chimie," oldest chemicalkjournal
which still is displayed under
the same title, are among rare
books of the Louisiana state university chemical librkry. The
volumes were published In 1792.
Another old book is Robert
Boyle's ?New Experiments Physico Mechanical Touching the
Spring of the Air and its Affect," published in 1662. The
book, which retains its original
board binding, was written as a
letter.

By John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
Home Economics

j, F. Grattan;

*

College Library
Has Rare Books

*

ant a job where every
or you work is an hour
it helps win the war?
Want a job that gives you
chance to increase your
11, or learn a new one?
job that gives you new
periences, new friends?
Then join the Women's
nay Corps and take over
vital job in the Army.
For full details about the
AC, apply at any U.S.
rmy Recruiting Station. Or
ite: The Adjutant Creneral
15 Munitions Bldg., Washton 23, D. C. (Women in
ntial war industry must
ve release ftom their emover or the U. S. Emoyment Service.)
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a
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When Your
Back Hurts

DOAN'S PILLS
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ews From The Past Rummage Sale!
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Party and Dance

Although certified seed potatoes are bred free of the running-out diseases, they may carry
BENEFIT RED CROSS
small percentages of scab and
scurf. The former disfigures the
FUND
tubers and causes waste in their
table preparation, and the latter
brings early death of the plauts,
while the potatoes are still small.
As the germs of both troubles
are found on the surface of the
8;00 P.M.
seed, the control is merely to
dip it in a solution of mercury,
MUSIC, DANCING, BINGO
as corrosive sublimate or any
Community
Biographer
REFRESHMENTS
of several patented mercuric
Hamilton, Mo. (IP)—Elmer E.
compounds, as Semesan Bel, to
Clark,'--- 83, Hamilton banker, Admission to Club Rooms, 25c
name one. Directions for using
collects biographs of the com- Admission to Ball Room, 25e
either can be procured from the
munity's residents . He now is
county agricultural agents, everyworked on his seventh volume.
where, or by writing the ColBINGO PRIZES
lege of Agriculture at LexingCrepe myrtles and magnolias, Home Baked Pies, Cakes, etc.
ton.
particularly recommended for
Ham Sandwiches — Soft
Treating "common" seed, BACK FROM RAID ON BERLIN—Sgt. Ray Penticoff (left) of
drinks on Sale.
Sgt. Ballard county planting, have
which is often badly infected, Huntington, W. Va., pours a well-earned drink for Staff
Donald G. Ruben of Muskegon. Mich., as American fliers re- been ordered in considerable
has
improved
yields
by
as
much
All Proceeds to American Red
BODY REMOVED FROM TRAIN WRECKAGE—Rescue workers
turned to their British base after the Yanks' first great raid on numbers by homemakers.
removed the canvas covered body of Louis Mullownev, Dorchest- as 60 percent. As the maximum the German capital. (AP Wirephoto by radio from London).
Cross . . . For a few hours of
er, Mass., a fireman on the New Haven railroad, after he was cost of treating even now is not
fun and laughter don't miss this
killed when an engine and freight train collided in the Dover more than a dollar an acre, the
street yard.; at Boston, Mass. The engineer was injured. (AP
RED CROSS PARTY
extra potatoes cost not quite 2
Wirephoto).
cents a bushel to produce. When
year.
certified seed, carrying just a
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those
Grain Stocks
trace of scurf, is treated, the in- who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county althe yellowed files
Total stocks of corn and oats
crease was smaller, but the re- most 40 years ago and records!d nowhere but in
• •
•
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a
January 1, and barley Deeember
sulting extra potatoes cost un- regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the
1, including farm, government
der 5 cents a bushel.
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
and terminal market stocks,
After treating, the tubers them
And Your Strength and
The Ladies of the Evitom
amounted to 72.6 million tons. A Processed Foods
should be cut in pieces (called
Energy Is Below Par
Green stamps K, L, and M in "sets") thick and blocky, and
year ago stocks of these three
It may be caused by disorder of kidFeb. 21, 1911—Dr. R. W. Ogil- Cook, Rascoe Davis and Everett
Club
of
the
Central
Presney function that permits poisonous
leading feed grains amounted to Book 4 expire March 20. Blue weighing about one and one- vie and Charles Pepper returned Howton.
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak and miserable
• • •
85.9 million tons; the 5-year stamps A8, B8, C8, D8 and E8 fourth ounces, or of the size yesterday from Reelfnot Lake,
byterian Church will hold
when the kidneys fail to remove mice*
for
10
points
January
1
4
good
in
Book
(1838-42)
for
average
acida and other waste matter from the
of pullet's eggs. Each should with a fine string of duck—sixtyJune 2, 1911—The Book Lov- a Rummage Sale at the
•
blood.
tok20.
Blue
through
May
each
is 72.1 million tons.
have at least one eye; more do five. They report having had an ers Literary Club met with Miss
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains, headaches, dissine*,
Wheat stocks on farms Jan- ens and green one-point stamps not matter, as the strongest eyes enjoyable time. J. W. Jewell, Corinne ,Catlett at the home of Church Annex, Saturday,
getting up nights, leg pains, swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urinauary 1, were estimated at 739 may be used as.change.
only will start. And, incidentally, who was one of the party, re- Mrs. Mary Powell on Wednestion with smarting and burning Is •nMarch 18.
million bushels. This amount is Meats, Cheese, Butter, Fats
other sign that something is wrong with
whatever sprouts are made mained for a few days to enjoy day, May 31. Fifteen members
the kidney, or bladder.
Brown stamps Y and Z in should be left, not thinned, as the sport, which, as Jim Scott responded to roll call. This be112 million bushels less than a
There should be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
year earlier, but compares very Book 3 expire March 20. Red the potato knows its business used to say, "was growing fast ing the regular business meet• • •
Doon's Pills. It ix better to rely on a
Book
C8
in
B8
and
medicine that has won countrywide apfavorably with the 10 year stamps A8,
best. That is, if the seed is and furious". We all await with ing, the following officers were
proval than on something leas favorably
10 points each healthy. It's true, that a seed expectant pleasure his recital of elected: Miss
average (1933-42) of 227 million 4 good for
Donna have been tried and testknown.
Dale Johnson,Pres.;
ed many years. Are at all drug Stores.
through May 20. Red D8, E8 and piece of a potato, sick with the week's happenings.
bushels.
Any donations will be
Get Dom.'s today.
Miss Mary Louise Myers, Vice.• • •
With the present high level of F8 become valid March 12 for "witches' broom", for example,
Pres., and Mrs. Annie Wood,
appreciated.
livestock production this means 10 points each through May 20. may make as many as 15 sprouts,
May 16, l911-.Dr. J. N. Todd, Secty. and Treas.
one-point
brown
tokens
and
Red
physician,
continued high prices for feed,
but thinning cannot cure disease. Fredonia's Popular
Mrs. Wood sang "Had I a
probably somewhat higher than stamps may be used as change.
One piece, and one piece only, passed through the city Saturday Thousand Lives to Live," and
Sugar
present levels.
should be dropped at a place. enroute to Louisville. Doc says Miss Ratliff played a beautiful
Sugar Stamp No. 30 in Book The spacing in the row may run he is going to buy an automobile. selection, both of
Caldwell county being a dewhich were
ficit feed county more feed, es- 4 good for 5 pounds indefinitely. from 13 to 18 inches; 15 inches He has enough friends to keep greatly enjoyed by all present.
valid
become
will
Stamp
No.
31
pecially grains, must be produced
is a good compromise. One him busy motoring all summer The Club was pleased to have
in 1944 or the level of livestock for 5 pounds April 1. Sugar thousand pounds plant an acre, long.
as visitor, Miss May Owen, of
now
valid
Book
4
40
in
• • •
production will likely be some- stamp
where the rows are 36 inches
Paducah.
for 5 pounds canning sugar apart, the usual width when
what lower.
May 23, 1911—Hosea Newsom
A refreshing and delightful
through February 28, 1945. (Will the furrowing is done with a brought to our office yesterday two course
Having sold my barber shop, and waiting the
luncheon was served
be deducted from amount al- plow.
outcome of my physical examination for the Armed
the
from
a bunch of small roses
by the hostess.
lotted for 1944 canning season.)
Forces, I take this method of expressing my thanks
The depth of planting should garden of his old home near
The Club adjourned until Fall,
Shoes
and appreciation for your faithful patronage to the
be not less than 3 inches, but Cobb, and such as our grand- having finished the year's work.
Stamp 18 in Book 1 expires 5 inches is better. Planted in mothers used to delight in. The
Ideal Barber Shop, thanking you one and all.
• • •
April 30. No. 1 airplane stamp March, a slight ridge should flowers are small, but the
June 20, 1911—Miss Evangein Book 3 good until further be made, but when planting bushes are wonderfully prolific. line Childress, Beatrice Jones
Appreciatively yours,
notice. New stamp to be vali- must be delayed until late April, Upon one stem, which he
and Godfrey Childress.were the
dated May 1.
only enough covering is given to brought, were one hundred buds pleasant guests of Jno. Kenady
Gasoline
shut off the sunlight, and the and blooming roses; upon the Sunday.
3
galgood
for
A-10
Stamp
furrows are filled level whep other one hundred and thirtylons through March 21. B, C, B-1 the plant tips extend just above two.
Spices still are used to pre• • •
and C-1 stamps good for 2 gal- the ground line.
serve food in parts of China and
lons each. 8-2, B-3, C-2, C-3
Princeton.
"
Ky.
The best way to use fertilizer -3 May 26, 1911—The following North Africa.
good for 5 gallons each. For (previously discussed) is to sow are the applicants for teachers'
••••••••••••
it in the bottom of the fur- certificates, who were on-named
row, a pound to 20 to 30 feet, in this city on last Friday and
mixing it with the soil so none Saturday: Misses Alpha Lamb,
touches the seed. Thus the roots Ruby Neisz, Nora Cartwright,
arekept low, to take advant- Bessie Prescott, Golda Belt, Dolage of the moisture and the cool- lie Vinson, Eula Leech, Mary
ness of the deeper soil.
Baker, Hattie Mitchell, Virginia
The best variety is still Irish Calvert, Lillian F. Davis, Sara
Cobbler, although when mois- Davis, Ellen Calvert, Ludie Drenture is plentiful both Warba and nan, Helen Davis, Seth WigginGreen Mountain may outyield it. ton, Minnye Crowder, Pearl
Katandin and Chippewa, two Riley, Jessie Lane, and William
newcomers, sometimes have made Purdy, Archie Wyatt, G. E.
heavier hills than Cobbler, but Montgomery, Guy Nichols, Hertheir stands have been too un- man Lowery, Don Harris, Roy
Tayloe, Carl Meadors, Luman
certain.
Lowery, A. F. Hanberry, Elmer
your protection against the black
market, the rationing rules now
require that every car owner
immediately write his license
number and state on all gasoline
coupons in his possession.
Tires
Creomulsion relieves promptly beNext inspections due: A-book
cause it goes right to the seat of the
vehicles by March 31; B's by trouble to help loosen and expel
June 30; C's by May 31;* com- germ laden phlegm, and aid nature
to soothe and heal raw, tender, inmercial vehicles every 6 months flamed bronchial mucous memor every 5,000 miles, whichever branes. Tell your druggist to sell you
a bottle of Creomulsion with the unis first.
derstanding you must like the way it
quickly allays the cough or you are
The U. S. Military Academy to have your money back.
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The caliper compass was invented in 1540.

at West Point was opened in
1802.

CREOMULSION

for Coughs,Chest Colds, Bronchitis

HARD OF HEARING

IA Pair
Sizes 81/2 to 101
/
2
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ATTEND THIS

SPECIAL DEMONSTRATION
High Fidelity AUREX Hearing Aids.
•AUREX Hearings Aids are individually fitted, like
glasses, to meet your personal need. New Model provides 25 percent wider hearing range. Light, simple,
easy-to-wear. Listen to how AUREX overcomes your
handicap!
LOW COST OPERATION—EASY TERMS

hikers Fair Store
"Where leour $ Have More Cents"

Henrietta Hotel—Wednesday, March 21
9:00 A.M.-5.00 P.M.
0. A. Roland, Consultant
Come in end listen to the new Model C Aurex, as
advertised in the Saturday evening Post. No cost or
obligation.

AUREX PADUCAH COMPANY
123 South 4th Street

Paducah, Kentucky

TAX
AYERS
°TICE!

Only a short time left before all unpaid taxes for 1943 will be
advertised and sold. This means additional expense. Pay now and
save money.
The law requires all male persons between the ages of 21 and 70
to pay a poll tax. Your property or salary is subject to execution
to satisfy this bill.
I am compelled to collect the taxes, and please call and pay your
taxes to avoid advertisement.

Mitchell Gift
Sheriff, Caldwell County, Kentucky

Thursday, march
held at Oliver
March 7, were
Wedcemetery, Lyon county,
survived
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She
8.
March
nesday,
Robert G. Oliver
by her husband,
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Verna
and
sudShelley Prince, 80, died
of Lyon county.
Eddy Bell, all
denly at his home in the
mornCreek community Tuesday
survived by
ing, March 21. He is
daughters.
four sons and four
Mrs. G.
He was an uncle of
Prince,
Homer.Brown and John
arrangeof Princeton. Funeral
ments are incomplete.
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Deaths-Funerals

Fredonia Valley News
(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Rev. Ray Wigginton and Mrs.
Lucille Scott, of Detroit, are
visiting their parents, Mr. and
Mrs. S. G. Wigginton, of Crider.
Miss Beulah Moore, of Marion,
was a recent visitor of Mrs.
Lawrence Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. Reece Clift and
little daughter, Sharon, of Detroit, have been visiting friends
and relatives at this place and
Princeton.
Mr. Hershel Wring and son,
Hollis, of Evansville, were weekend guests of Mr. and Mrs. Cecil
Brasher.
Miss Ida Belle Turley has resigned her position in J. E.
Hillyard's store. Mrs. Melville
Tabor will replace her.
Miss Cotha Hollowell was a
. weekend guest of her parents,

Shelley Prince

Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Hollowell.
Mr. Jimmie Ray, of Evansville, was a weekend guest of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. R. P.
Ray.
Mr. D. L. Wilson, of Princeton,
was a recent guest of his brother,
Mr. Charles Wilson and Mrs.
Wilson.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz was a
recent guest at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D. 0.
Boaz.
Mrs. Oscar Scarberry, who is
ill, is unimproved.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Moore have
taken an apartment at the Bennett home here.

WHY PAY MORE

Mrs. Eliza A. Vick

RED GOOSE SHOES

Yellow Onion Sets

One gallon

$1.00

Mrs. Mary F. Oliver

Friendship News
LITTLE GIRLS ARE MADE OF!"
... and they all like

$2.95

March 12.

women accused
ACCUSED AS ADVOCATES OF POLYGAMY—Cheerful smiles from these -nine City belie any
Lake
in state charges of conspiracy to advocate the practice of polygamy at Salt
women named in federal
concern they have regarding the charges. They are among 48 men and
preliminary hearindictments and state complaints. Bond for the women was set at $1,000 and
Lloyd. Rhea Allred
Myrtle
ings will be held April 10. Left to right, standing: Leona Jeffs.
Darger, Marie
Kunz, Mable Finlayson and Juanita Barlow. Seated: Melba Finlavson, Jean Barlow
Beth Barlow, Cleveland, and Mary Mills. (AP Wirephoto).

THAT'S WHAT

Selected Seed Cobbler Potatoes 100 lb

Mrs. Eliza Augusta Vick, 73,
Dawdied at her home on the
surson Road, March 10. She is
vived by her husband, C. B.
of
Vick, and a son, Kelsey Vick,
Princeton. Burial was in the
Eddyville City cemetery Sunday,

Mrs. Lillie F. Murphy visited
her brother, Hugh Francis and
other relatives in Pacincah Sunday.

"SUGAR AND SPICE
AND
EVERYTHING NICE
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duce caocrrne onnf
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o
r rdan illtnrac4Hi ftd
thk
pork for only 125 cia

NOTICE TO PUBLIC:

Card Of Thanks
We wish to expreas our thanks
to everyone who so thoughtfully
came to comfort us during the
illness and death of our wife,

Funeral services for Mrs. Mary
Florence Oliver, 17, who died at
Tuesday,
Hospital
Princeton
mother and grandmother. Especially do we thank Bro. L. J.
Knoth and Bro. Ladd for their
comforting words, the choir for
the lovely songs and the flower
girls for their kindness. May the
Lord bless each of you ten-fold.
C. B. Vick, Mr. and Mrs. K.
T. Vick and Shirley, Mr. and
Mrs. Clayton Nickell and
baby.

The public and all interested
(By Mrs. W. M. Cartwright)
parties will take notice that the
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Guess, of County Judge of Caldwell CounCrittenden county were guests ty will on Monday, April 17,
IIIIIIIIIIIIII
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1944 at 2 o'clock conduct a hear- .....111111111111/11111111100000
of relatives here last Tuesday.
the Court House at Princeat
ing
Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Young, of
ton, Kentucky. In the matter
Denver, Colo., recently visited
of closing a road and removing
Robinson.
Hugh
Mrs.
Mr. and
a bridge in Caldwell County,
Mrs. Arch Alexander and son,
Kentucky, between Dixie B.
Bobby, have returned from a
Blalocks place and Spencer Galvisit to relatives in San Francislagher place over I. C. Railroad
co., Calif.
near Scottsburg and consider the
Mrs. Ellie Dunning, having
report of the appraisers. And all
sold her farm here, is planning interested parties are notified to
to move to Princeton in a short
appear and show cause if any
time.
Men who have tried everything else—and paid all kinds of
why said Road and said bridge
MASSAGIC
fancy prices—usually get supreme comfort in the
Miss Barbara Traylor visited
should not be abandoned.
Shoe. The patented air cushion absorbs shocks and iarz,
Miss Gwendola Ladd last Thursstyles.
popular
A. F. HANBERRY, Judge
yields with every step. Choice of many
day night.
Protem, Caldwell Co. Court
Mr. Clay Drennon, of Eddyville, was visiting in this comCard Of Thanks
munity last week-end.
At this time we want to thank
Mr. and Mrs. Omer Cook and
any way durMr. and Mrs. Isaac McCormick all that helped in
death of our
and children were guests of Mr. ing the illness and
Mrs.
ind Mrs. J. M. Cook last Sunday. mother and grandmother,
want to
Exclusive At
Mr. and Mrs. Jack And-ews Minia Moore. We also
Home
were visiting relatives in Mis- thank the Morgan Funeral
for their services, Reverends
souri last week.
Moore for their
Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Adams and Boucher and
"Fine Shoes — Fitted By X-Ray"
and all that
Mrs. Chas. Nichols attended the consoling words,
IIMMIUMNII/11,,,,,
resting
her
for
flowers
gave
111111111111111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111.111111111111111111XIIIIIIIIIMIN11111111111/11111111111111111111111111111111111111.1111111111111IIIIIIIII
funeral of their uncle, Mr. Leo
Baker in Princeton last Thurs- place.
We pray God's richest blessday.
LAST DAY
on everyone, and in time of
ings
Hensley
Mr. and Mrs. Desmond
with
you
supply
God
may
need
and daughter, Imogene, are in
as many friends as she had.
THURSDAY
Evansville on business.
The children and grandMrs. Louis Dockery, of Claxchildren.
ton, was guest of her aunt, Mrs.
THE &loud LADIES'
Fl;ic Dunning last Fridai night.
F. Tracey and son,
HOME JOURNAL
County farm agent J. F. Gra- NIMrs. John
John Barry, are visiting het
ham and Miss Nancy Scrugham
COUPLE.,
take
husband, Cadet John F. Tracey
were at our school last Thursand relathe
screen
Mississppi,
in
Oxford,
day afternoon discussing and
Tenn.
by storm!
utlining plans for 4-H Club tives in Memphis,
year.
for
coming
the
work
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Croft and
Mr. and Mrs. Urey Cook attended the funeral rites of Mrs.
Added Enjoyment!.
A. J. Spickard at Princeton last
HARRY LANGDON COMEDY
—:—
NOVELTY
Friday.
A large crowd attended the
sale at the home of Mrs. Ellie
1 DAY! — FRIDAY ONLY
Dunning last Saturday.
Miss Joyce Traylor was a
guest of Miss Annie Katharine
HEART STIRRING DRAMA
Morris last weekend.

J.NV. QUIN)
W. Shepardson Street

S UNDA
—sad—
MONDA

STEFAN HEYM'S BEST SELL
76'ctik4v4 Oflailz. I NOVEL NOW A SCREEN SENSAT
,
1
W
W

For those cunning youngsters of yours we have
shoes equally as cunning
and charming.
RED GOOSE shoes, adorably styled both for tearing around and dress-up
are solidly built to fit
and wear.

$2.98

The
Burning
Shameful
Story
They
DARED
Not
TELL!

WEYEN BERG

MASSAGIC
AIR CUSHION SHOE

Princeton Shoe Co.

1

B.d., limited &ohm Wee
Bondi and Stamps

CRPITOL

Exclusive

Princeton Shoe Co.
"Fine Shoes — Fitted

"HALF Abe FUN
fti HAVING Mr

By X-Ray"

How Unseen Guards Have Kept

BROUGHT BACK

FOR SALE: Cabinet mantle;
quarter-sawed oak. Good condition. Phone 512-J. Ira Fears.
ltp

...and reduced average fire
insurance costs 40%... while
only 22/3c of your average
premium dollar go into profits!

WANTED: A lawn roller. Mrs.
lt
Shell Smith. Phone 450.
WANTED: 10 pounds of clean
cotton rags. The Leader.

44-r oox around you, and you'll be surprised how many things in your
home might have endangered your very
life. Yet they serve you safely—largely
because of safeguards provided voluntarily by leading fire insurance companies I represent. Services like those told
below protect every American ... and
reduce the cost of your fire insurance:
.. Experts keep
vigil over our communities and homes--develop
safer building and wiring—check alarm systems
—help authorities reduce hazards and improve
fire protection of your home.

UNDIRWRITIRS'IAMORATOR11111... Here

your
radio—electric iron—oil burner—anything that
might bring danger to your home—must pass
strict safety tests.
"And you benefit in dollars, too. In 30
years, such services have lowered both
the rate of fire loss and the average
cost of fire insurance by over 40%1
Of each premium dollar, an average of
2c has gone to pay fire losses, taxes
1
97/
and other necessary operating costs.
Only 22/5c has remained as 'profit'—to
assure payment of any unusually heavy
future losses."

FREE! 42 ways to keep your home from burning. Interesting
guides and checklists
hints that might save your family's
lives if fire does strike . . ways to spot fire hazards in your
job or business. Fars—ask us for your copy today!
ro
Standar
rotertion

SERVICE INSURANCE AGENCY
S. HARRISON STREET

PHONE 490

TO THRILL YOU AGAIN!

BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or Thursdays. White for prices. Hoosier.
716 West Jefferson. Louisville,
FREE! If Excess acid causes you
pains of Stomach Ulcers, Indigestion, Fleartburn, Belching,
Bloating, Nausea, Gas Pains,
get free sample, Udga, at Dawson Drug Store.
10(38)p

COLOR

Army Signal Corps Film,

CARTOON

PACIFIC WAR AREA

RI

TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
A TIRII VEOUCHt
WENE N
S

1

A SISTER( HURRAY'
105 sr
NO M ORS HOUSEWORK

PULL YOURSELF
TOGETHER. DAGWOOD ,
THEY'VE NEVER LOST

With Our Girls Who Stand Side by Side at
this Fighting Front With the Mon They Lovsl
CLAUDETTE

PAULETTE

VERONICA

COIBERT • GODDARD • LAKE

,
'
:Fe ?Rolla
ga*I*

MARK SANDRICH piolocrio

Plus These Short Units!
NURSERY RHYME MYSTERIES
SCREEN SNAPSHOTS

with
LARRY SIMMS and DAISY
MEW

SATURDAY--OPEN AT 11:45 A. M.

FOR SALE: Two boars, 6 months
old. Orion Cherry King proud
wave ace breeding. Price $50.
J. I. Lester, Star Route, Princeton, Ky.
35-2tp

MONUMENTS: Call or write
Calloway Monument Company,
Box 183, for estimates, Murray,
Ky.
35-5tp

Ii

BARKLEY REVOLTS

LAUGHTER AND LOVE ... DRAMA AND THML1S1

BUY GOOD CHICKS: Give them
a good .start with Sunflower
18 percent Life Cycle Manamar Mash. A single feed for
starting, growing and laying.
Sold by Watson Feed Co. 35t1

newspapers

IN THE NEWSREEL!

Extra!

A /*THU YETI

VISIT the Modern Barber and
Beauty Shop for efficient and
courteous service. Shower
baths. Luther Carner and
Luther Glass, barbers; Marion
Stallins Young and Jane Adams
Miller, beauticians; and Hugh
Blackburn, Prop.
.36tf

FOR SALE: Old
Leader Office.

Kann° Poxinou
Oscar tioniulko

GEE!

CLASSIFIED ADS
FOR SALE: 9 acres of land, one
mile from Marion, Ky., courthouse. Has two new houses,
plenty of outside buildings—
well supplied with water. Located on Highway 91. J. K.
2tp
Ferguson, Marion, Ky.

anew.,

LUISE RAINER
ARTURO ale CORDOVA
WILLIAM BENDIX
PAUL LUKAS and

Oess the Gawk Strip ty CHIC YOUNG

Plus These Delightful Shorts! ...
THE THREE STOOGES
in "They Stooge To Conga"
Pete Smith's
Sporlq
"SCRAP HAPPY"
"SPORT""; 1106:1

NEXT THURSDAY & FRIDAY
its
Musket Comedy of
All Thor
2nd FEATURE --- WESTERN THRILLS GALORE!

IT'S TRIPLE ACTION!
non

r

L.

THE THREE MESQUITEiiiS
And! . , . in Addition!
NO. 4—"WINSLOW OF THE COAST GUARD"
CARTOON—"TOLL BRIDGE TROUBLES"

- 0/16
'0
4 Sturs1 7 UN NM A Maw twain

Women's Page
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Miss Ann
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icgll
W. Willis,
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Jackson Place,
place Saturday
took
ark,
,
March 4, at 8:30 o'clock
Church,
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F. Surner
, Fla. Dr. C.
double ring
the
using
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The Leader
Congratulates

Churches.Clubs
.Personals
Society.

Phone 50
•
•
•
Dorothy Ann Davis

At The Churches

Is Married In Floridia

school will meet at 9:45 and
the Baptist Training Union at
6:15. A welcome to all.

OGDEN MEMORIAL
METHODIST
FIRST CHRISTIAN CHURCH
E. S. Denton, Pastor
Charles P. Brooks. Minister
HarSchool,
9:45 a.m. Sunday
ry Long, supt.
11:00 a.m. Evangelistic service.
Message by Evangelist, Rex
Moon.
8:15 p.m. Youth Fellowship
service. Subject: "Falling In
Love," by Mr. Moon.
7:30 p.m., Evening revival
service.
Services each evening during
the week at 7:30 except Monday.

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Cooper,
Princeton, Route 2, on the birth
of a daughter, Philistine, March

• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Oliver,
Princeton, on the birth of a
son, Clyde, Jr., March 9.
• • •
the bride
Mrs. James Dudley
her wedding,
and
Mr.
suit, trima powder blue
d, Varmint Trace Road,
were Radfor
jet. Her accessories
on the birth of a son, March
corher
and
and white,
4. He has been named Gene
embedded
s of orchids,
Lynn.
• • •
yellow rose buds. The
white
with
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decorat
was
Mrs. Bud Baird, Dawand
Mr.
blossoms.
as and orangt•
son Springs, Route 3, on the
Willis, a graduate of birth of a son, Robert Joseph,
her
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High School, receive
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Economics March
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degree in Home
Western State Teachers
Melvin AlexandMrs.
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Mr.
attending
e, and while
er, Princeton, Route 2, on the
Club
4-H
the
represented
birth of a son, March 7. He has
ngton twice, She is now been named William Wayne,
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or of the Home
irtment in Hernando Martin, Jr., Howard Rice, Stanley
•-:chool, Brooksville, Fla. Sharp, Thomas Simmons and
of Trice Yates.
..11 Willis, a graduate
Mrs. Homer Mitchell was welHa School of Aviation
A•ceived his radio tech- comed as a new member.
Refreshments were served by
:aining in Madison, WisFor the last year, he has the hostess.
stationed in Brooksville,
as an aviation radio op-

CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
Pastor, John N. Fox
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom
Thursday, March 18, 7:30 p.m.,
Wood Circle meets in the home
of Mrs. Hugh Cherry. Mrs. Shell
R. Smith will lead the study
period, presenting the life of
Jeremiah.
Sunday, March 199:45 a.m., Church School.
10:45 a.m., Morning Worship.
Message: "The Greatest Thing In
The World." The Deacons will
meet after this service.
8:30 p.m., Pioneers will meet
in the Annex.
7:30 p.m., Evening Hour of
Worship. Meditation: "The Man
Who Climbed High."
Monday, March 20, 10 a.m.,
Ladies Aid Society meets in the

Mrs. Bagshaw Entertains

will leave the 1st- With Dinner Party
Annex.
Mrs. Earl Bagshaw entertained
of April for Brooklyn
Wednesday, March 22, 7:15 p.
ng Island, N. Y., after with a dinner party at her home
Prayer and Study group
m.,
they will return to Or- on West Main street, Friday
8:15 p.m., Choir rehearses.
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for the remainder of the evening, March 10, at six o'Orlando. Florida, Mrs.
at
4,
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ge,
her
s
marria
Charle
Before
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of
clock in honor
of Mr. and CHURCH OF CHRIST
William W. Willis was Miss Ann Nuckols, daughter
Pollard, of Louisville.
Nuckols, of Princeton.
1:30 a.m. Bible Study and
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Guests were Mesdames J. B.
Nall.
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Blanche HobMrs.
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mother
her
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and
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good and Robbie Lou Hobgood.
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Chris Cox, assistant coach at
Denton asked that any
High SchOol, spent
that could attend the Hopkinsville
with his brother,
t conference to be held in last week-end
Cox.
Cliff
to
29
and
28
yille March
Mary Wilson Eldred spent
and to make an effort to
week-end as the guest of
the District meeting at
S. Dollar, in
on March 13 to hear Mrs. Mr. and Mrs. W.
Standard, outstanding wo- Bowling Green.
Laban Hunter Kevil, of St.
speaker in the United
Louis, Mo., visited his mother,
East Market
Program closed with the Mrs. Lucy Revil,
Distinctively New!
singing "Come, Thou St., here last week.
Mrs. Edythe Patterson rehty King," and Mrs. Amoss
turned Sunday from Fairmont,
• the benediction.
she visited her
MATCHED HAT
bers present were Mes- Nebraska, where
Ray PatHomer
Sgt.
d,
husban
Hillery
Thomas Amass,
the Army
tt, Howard Bennett, David terson, stationed in
hill, K. V. Bryant, M. H. there.
E. S. Denton, Elmer
There are 500 islands in the
z Craddock Jaggers, Salem
sea.
Aegean
George
BAG SETS
Lacey,
Conway

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
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Bible School, 9:45.
Morning worship, 11:00.
Evening worship, 7:00.
Midweek service, 7:00.
Choir rehearsal Wedensday
night 7:45.
Everybody reads The Leader!

Rumsey Taylor, Jr., student at
McCallie School, Chattanooga,
Tennessee, will arrive Friday to
spend the week-end with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rumsey
Taylor and family.

,Keep Rix Staling.
By looking your lovelie.,c
in a new Martha Manning!

Personals
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"HAMM BAND"
Two-piece suit-dress
of Del Rio Spun
rayon in Golden
Buff, Bambi Blue,
Gazelle Green.
Sizes 12-18.

$10.95

"SWEETHEART ROSE"

BEA UTY'"BLAZER

2-PIECE
FROCKS
'tbu know how wondertui lanolin is for dry skin. These beauty
aids bring you not a little, but
O wealth of this precious substance, in an easy-to-use, pleasant form. Use them regularly...
they'll help you maintain the
oil balance so necessary to
smooth soft skin.

BETTER
DRESSESS

Exciting fashions to start
the season. Two-pieces that
combine two fabrics for an
unusual effect. Young ideas
'with plenty of smart styling. In both misses and
junior sizes. Fresh Spring
shades. Plan to see these
clever models for your selection.

FOR DATE
OR DESK

Botany Lanolin Triple
Action Cream,$1, $1.75
Botany lanolin
Formula 70, $1.25 and $2
Botany lanolin Superfotted
Soap, 3 cokes for 501
Botany lanolin lotion. $1

GOLDNAMER'S
RTMENT STORE"
"PRINCETON'S FINEST DEPA

Unusual trimmings
mark these casual
and dressy types. In
misses' and in junior sizes. Two piece
effects, princess
linen, new skirts . .
just some of the
details that d i a tingulsh these fashions.

Fashion for the smart teenage girls are more clever
than ever. The dramatize
skirts and above-the-waist
interest. Best of all, they're
young and refreshing. Misses and junior sizes. The
leading fashion hits of the
season.

rade/tared ..X4,-ze-a•
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"SWEETHEART ROSE" 4\
Perfect spring combination rayon.1
Butcher Linen jacket and hand.
screened rayon jersey skirt. Black
with Hero Blue or Romance Green,
Brown with Sunshine Yellow. Sizes
10-16.

$12.95

"BLAZER BEAUTY"
Trim, tailored suit of Martha Lyn
Spun rayon with a young snap-in
stripe dickey. Glory Green, Flre Red,
Brave Blue, Cinnamon Tan. Sizes
12-18.

"SPRING SUITABLE"
Dur-A-Lin Spun rayon two-piece
"suitor" with smart white cording
embroidery trim. Fire Red, American
Navy, Glory Green, Cinnamon Tan,
sizes 10-16.

GOLDNAMER'S
"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

'
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Housewives Find
New Ideas Useful

This Week In OPA
Coupon Endorsement
Check to Continue
Early reports on the check of
gasoline coupons, which began
March 6, indicate motorists of
the district are complying willingly with the requirement that
all coupons in their possession be
endorsed. The check will continue. Motorists found with unendorsed coupons will be given
notice to appear before their
local War Price and Rationing
Boards.
OPA To Help Buyers
Locate Automobiles
Holders of ration certificates
for 1942 automobiles will receive
help; from their OPA District
Office in finding rationed cars
available for sale. Information
concerning the number, make
and location of cars in Louisville
district is being sent to the
district office and will be available here for certificate holders who are having difficulty
finding dealers with cars for
sale.
Sugar Rationing Sugar stamp No. 30 will not
expire March 31, as announced
in January, but Will be good indefinitely. Similarly, Sugar Stamp
No. 31, which becomes valid for
5 pounds April 1, will be good

YOU CAN
DEPEND /or'
ON

TOP PRICES
TOP SERVICES
•

for an indefinite period. Reasonable notice will be given by OPA
when an expiration date is set.
Ask For Tokens, Not
Stamps, As Change
Since brown and green stamps
will expire March 20, retailers
are asked to give purchasers
only tokens as ration change
during this week. The brown
one-point stamps and green onepoint stamps, which have been
used as change, will not be valid
after March 20. Tokens are good
indefinitely.
Ration points given in exchange for salvaged household
fats this week should be red
tokens rather than brawn stamps.
Non-Highway Gas Coupons
Must Be Endorsed
Beginning March 15, farmers
and other off-highway users of
gasoline are required to endorse
all "E" and "R" coupons they
exchange for gasoline, whether
the exchange takes place on
their premises or at a filling station or bulk plant. Without endorsement, the coupons will not
be valid for transfer of gasoline.
The endorsement consists of the
ration holder's name and address, which must be written
once on each strip or block of
coupons handed to the seller or
on one coupon of the strip or
block. When coupons are presented separately, each coupon
must be endorsed.
"R" Coupons Not Valid
At Filling Stations
Beginning April 1 "R" coupons

WHEN YOU SHIP TO US
CATTLE. CALVES
HOGS. SHEEP. LAMBS

girls know
many
So
all about

EXPERIENCE PAYS!
Especially in selling stock!
30 years of stock selling
is behind every sale we
make. That's why you
get the best prices when

Here is a housecleaning idea
which Is catching .on with many
the
a housewife. To remove
gummy accumulation on wood
use
furniture brought on by the
polish,
furniture
much
too
of
give it a good washing of a mixture of one quart of hot water,
oil
three tablespoons of linseed
turpenof
tablespoon
and one
tine. Rub the furniture. with a
the
soft cloth wrung out of
solution which is kept warm,
then wipe dry and -rub to a
polish with another cloth.
Mending frayed edges of rugs
is another conservation trick suggested by Miss Vivian Curnutt,
Kentucky College of Agriculture
and Home Economics. Ravel back
the yarns until one strand is
continuous across the rug. Then
turn under the raw edge and

65 whales which became
WHALES STRANDED ON ISLAND BEACH—Here are some of the South Carolina about 25
stranded last weekend on the beach of Bull's Island lying off the
examines the helpless
miles from Charleston, S. C. Lieut. Edson S. Lott 2nd of the Coast Guard Observers believe the
mammals which were first discovered by the mounted beach patrol. offshore sand bar and
whales got into the narrow, shallow channel between the beach and anGuard.)
were trapped when the tide went out. (AP Wirephoto from U. S. Coast
will not be valid for buying
gasoline at filling stations or
other retail establishments, unless the retailer has obtained
permission from the OPA District Director to accept "R"
coupons on the ground that
rffore than half of its business
consists of bulk transfers.
The one-gallon "E" coupon will
be used in purchases at filling
stations. Only those non-highway
users who buy their gasoline
at bulk plants or authorized
filling stations or who have it
delivered into storage tanks on
their own premises will use the
5-gallon "R" coupon.

•

YARDS
STOCK
BOURBON
Losoollie, Ky.
l'kone jArbon 1835

'See diredi"""

NOTICE!
The Caldwell County Republican
Executive Committee
hereby call a Mass Meeting to be held in the
Court House in Princeton at 2 P.M.

March 18
to Elect Precinct Committeeman and Committeewoman and other business. Be sure to attend.

John tiughett,
Chairman

State College of
Home Economics at Lexington.
A victory garden with 15 or
more different vegetables is an
urgent recommendation for both
farm and town gardeners. Included should be a potato patch
to produce at least three percent more than that of last year.
The use of potatoes in the diet
will offset in part the relatively
smaller supplies of certain other
foods.
A soldier eats about four
bushels of spuds a year, or a
bushel and a half more than
the average person. Ar!ded up,
it means that the military forces
will use around 24 million
bushels in the raw state. Then 20
million bushels will be dehydrated for overseas shipment to our
armed forces.
The Allied Nations will receive
a large supply, too. Last year
they were sent quantities of this
vegetables in dehydrated, canned
and raw forms.
Because potatoes are important sources of minerals, and of
vitamins A and B, nutritionists
at the college recommend that
they be eaten every day. It is
expected that civilian demands
will increase by five pounds per
person annually, making a total
civilian requirement of 322 1-2
million bushels.

C
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ENTERS YALE AT 12—Merrill K. Wolf, who enters Yale as a
sophomore at the age of 12, reads over some music with his
mother, Mrs. Morris Waif, a Cleveland attorney. The youngest
Yale student on record, he wants to major in music. His father
also is an attorney. (AP Wirephoto).
"refrigerator." When the war is
Unpeeled Boiled
over and this equipment is again
Potatoes Better
available, it will be installed in
Food experts at the Kentucky the homemakers' club kitchen
College of Agriculture and Home in the county court house.
Economics say potatoes boiled
with their jackets on have greatConductor Is
er food value than peeled potatoes. They contain twice as Bond Salesman
much vitamin C and three times
Raleigh, N. C. (W)—Pullman
as much vitamin B-I. So, why Conductor D B. Foster call his
bother with the irksome job of stations, returns to the head of
peeling spuds, they say; just the car, faces the passengers
scrub them off and hurl them and makes a rousing war bond
into the pot of water to boil, talk. He began this practice in
jackets and all, and thereby get May 1941.
the most food value from them.

Homemakers' Clubs
Invest In Bonds

Wm. M. YOUNG

Homemakers' Clubs in Graves
county followed the governmentproposed plan to invest in war
bonds, then buy needed equipment after the war. Awarded
$200 when a member of their
organization, Mrs. Robert Colley,
won a newspaper home improvement contest, the club council
voted to earmark the bonds,

Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

Be Sure You're Set

Convenience

for the

Complete Service

Season to Come!

And, of course, a cordial reception and
careful attention to your entertainment
during your stay are yours, always, at

Before you know it, you'll be heading for the fields once more. With
greater demands for increased food
production and fewer farm hands to
do it with, every minute will count a
lot. You can't afford costly, untimely
delays. Is your machinery ready for
the season to come?
Now? while you have some extra
time, give your John Deere equipment
a thorough check-over. If you find
parts are worn, replace them with
genuine John Deere repair parts ...
parts made from the same materials,

THE
in the same dies, with the same tools,
by the same workmen as were the
original parts. Always remember—
genuine repair parts work better and
last longer.
Plan to give'your John Deere machinery the check-over it needs. Save
yourself time and money by buying
genuine John Deere repair parts from
us, NOW.

KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's newest and most centrally located home-away-from-home, in Kentucky's

ONLY GENUINE JOHN DEERE REPAIR PARTS
"rawcievea4 Sic 7XP azedjtata4/

Claude Robinson
Hopkinsville Road

Phone 127-J

A concrete-payed barnyard is a big
aid to dairymen producing high
quality milk. Fall., winter, spring
and summer it helps keep cows out
of mud,dust,Silk—cuts down work
of cleaning cows before milking. A
big factor now that farm help is
short and every effort is being made
to increase milk production.
When cows wade through mud
they waste energy needed for producing milk. Owners say a paved
barnyard soon pays for itself by
helping produce more and better
Quality milk.
Pastecoupon on penny postaland
mail today for free instructions for
paving your barnyard or building
other durable, thrifty, sanitary
structures with concrete.
If you need help, get in touch
with your concrete contractor or
building material dealer.
PORTLAND CEMENT ASSOCIATION
polis 4,Ind.
stt Merchants' Beek BIdg.,
Send instructions for paving dairy barnyard with concrete no resnjorcing steel
weeded.
Also "boa to build" booklets oo Improvements checked:
0 Milk house 0Dairy barn door
0 Meows pit 0Poultry house door
0 Water tank., troughs
/
,
Grown

o

Name
Street or R.R. No.
City

DIVIDENDS
are paid to policyholders only.
q

MARK CUNNINGHAM, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INS. CO.
Phone 81

iii W. Market St.
immorannonmno
1/111•=1.,

ITS WON 100,000 YIELD CONIES

'
two hybrid brands rob leaves together yeti hove s
Whoo
contest. And on aaaaag• farms — farms lik• year ow, — pg.*
bride win most of them yield contests. Today, see your leol
You know, It costs no ..,,
for your 1944 Pfister Hybrid r••41.
plant and raise the bast .... an why gamble on less.

LOCAL DEALERS:
HUBERT PINNEGAR, Princetes
PRINCE HIM. CO. Eddytille

HYBRIDS

GATES SEED CO
Camargo, III.
—11519BIERIBRIBIBBRIEBRIMMIRRYti,',

Wanted
DEAD STOCK - HORSES, MUL
COWS, HOGS AND SHEEP
Your dead stock is needed for grease
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the
We remove promptly and free of char.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
. COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

PUBLIC SALE
As I have lost my health and sold my farm, will offer
for sale at said farm 3-4 mile west of Kuttawa, Ky., on
Highway 62, the following described property, on...

Tuesday, March 21
Beginning at 10:30 A. M.
1 Reg. Jack,Black with.White Points,7-year-old, 1411 3"
1 Jack, Dark Gray with White Points, 13-years-old, 1511
1 Saddle, Harness and Work Horse, 10-years-old
1 Brood and Work Mare, sorrel 9-years-old
1 Work Mare, Bay, 7-years-old
1 Cow 4-years-old, with young calf
1 Cow 4-years-old, giving milk
1 Set Wagon Harness, Complete
1 Saddle and Riding Bridle
1 Gasoline Engine 8 H. P. and Crusher
1 Disc Harrow, No.8
1 Mowing Machine, McCormick Deering
1 New Owensboro Wagon,2 3-4 heavy duty
1 One-Horse Corn Drill, with fertilizer attachments
1 Breaking Plow, A Harrow, Double Shovel and other
farming tools.
Also 40 rods new woven wire, 240 rods new 4 point
heavy barbed wire. One lot clover hay, bailed, some
Household and Kitchen furniture including 1 Electric
Refrigerator.
TERMS:CASH

idea of moderate charges for service

ROBT. ALLEN,of Lafayette, Ky., Auctioneer

For Reservation
Write-Wm. E. GRIFFITH,
Assistant Manager.

i

0 HYBRIDS

metropolis . . . Prices will conform to your
rendered.

Princeton, RI

Stole

Fredonia, Ky.

Comfort

The New York Life, has always been a nu
company. It has never had a stockholder.

with

PAVED
BARNYARD

More Food Needed

iron, or

Cleaner Cows
Less Labor

CONCRETE

ew ArDUI For War Demands
you ship to us.
Have 11011
To insure against a food shortage this year when 25 percent
its
tried
be
of the total supply will
°LANFORD BROTHERS
shipp Ad overseas, production
belt
COMPANY
AND
2-way
must again he increased, says the
Agriculture and

warm a strip of burlap or tin
apply glued tape with a with material.
rug
the
back
face

Gresham Barnett
OWNER
Kuttawa,

Kentu

••

11

The Princeton Leader, Princeton, Kentucky

re Corn From
bud Varieties

Marine Blown
To Safety

I

commended for Kentucky include Ky. 69, Ky. 72, Ky. 72B
and Ky. 203 white corns, and 'U.
S. 13, Ky. 102 and Ky. 103 yellow corns.
The circular discusses the use
of fertilizer to increase yields,
contour tillage to save soil and
moisture, the control of 'weeds,
and proper spacing.
On land that ordinarily produces less than 30 bushels of
corn to the acre, the leaflet says
the plants should be 25 inches
apart in the row when the corn
is drilled; on 30 to 45 bushel an
acre land, 21 inches; on 45 to 60
bushel land, 18 inches; on 60
to 75 bushel land, 16 inches; on
75 to 100 bushel land, 14 inches,
and over 100 bushel land, 12
inches apart.
Further information on the
growing of hybrid corn can be
had at offices of county farm
agents.

farmers in Logan
w 25
growincreased yields by
last year is rebrid corn
leaflet of the Ken, in a
and
'College of Agriculture
Economies called "ProMore Corn."
farmdollar which these
hybrid seed in• vested in
yields almost 10 bushels.
3-4
verage increase was 9
1-4
31
or
acre,
the
s to
nt
hybrid corn grew better
• drouth, had stronger
systems,
and larger root
iiiiitired earlier to permit
cover crops.
r seeding of
•of hybrid corn re-

Please
Remember
TO BRING A

WIRE
HANGER
h your garments left
for cleaning.
this manner, you will get
IRE HANGER back with
garments, and protect
cleaning from wrinkling.
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Garden Interest
Reaches New High

Oakland, Calif. (IP)—As long as
he had 110 be blown up, Pfc
John Hannon, Newark, N. J.,
Marine, is glad it was a good
stiff blow.
A torpedo bomber attacked his
ship at Bougainville. A torpedo
struck a fueltank. Hannon was
blown into the air just far
enough to clear 40 feet of burning oil surroundin gthe ship.
He is recuperating at a Naval
hospital here.

ADMITS TRYING TO GET REA HEAD TO RESIGN—Jonathan Daniels (right), uresidential administrative assistant, testifying voluntarily after earlier refusal brought threat of contempt action
by senate agricultural sub-committee, admits in Washington that he tried to induce Harry E.
Slattery to resign as Rural Electrification administration head. Sen. Ellison D. Smith (D-S.C.). committee chairman, is at head of table (left). Others at table are (left to right) Sen. Scott W. Lucas
are
(D-I11.), Sen. Guy M. Gillette (D-Ia.), Sen. Raymond E. Willis (R-Ind.). Three at extreme left
committee aides. (AP Wirephoto).

Canaries In War Work

Our Boys Need Musical Instruments
on the Battlefront and in Camp

Blockbuster Egg

ERCHANT'S WIFE
PRAISES RETONGA Ky. Farm News

NOTICE!
I HAVE PURCHASED THE

IDEAL BARBER SHOP
assumed charge of it last Thursday. Will gladly
.1coMe all old customers and friends who have been
LtrOnizing this shop, as well as new customers.

n8

A.M. to 6 P.M., Saturdays, 8 A.M. to 9 P.M.

SEEDS & PLANTS

Glasgow (IP) — Twenty-five
hundred Yorkshire-born a n d
bred canaries have contributed -- their bit to the war. Canaries
are the only creatures on which
antimalarial tests can be satisfactorily carried out and they were
used during research on the drug,
mepacrine.

gear
PILOT WOUNDED OVER TRUK LANDS DAMAGED PLANE—With his plane's landing
bomber pilot brought
damaged by anti-aircraft fire over Truk and himself wounded. a Navy dive
crewmen
Carrier
his ship in for a "belly" landing on the flight deck of a U. S. aircraft carrier.
hurry up to take over. (AP Wirephoto).
compared with 891,637 pounds U. S. Grant Dreamed

)u are not feeling up to
answer is, 'try Retonga',"
declares Mrs. W. L.
wife of the popular Madie, Ky., feed store prowho lives on Route 2.
of her own case, Mrs.
gratefully continues:
spite of everything I tried,
.ed to go down steadily
• past two years. Sluggish
.:ion may have been the
)1 all my troubles, for I
use laxatives constantly
felt full of toxic poisons.
my nerves began to get
and I got to where I

FALSE TEETH

VICTORY GARDENS

E. Main St.

couldn't get a real night: sleep.
My appetite left me, and when
I made myself eat I had a very
uncomfortable feeling of fullness.
I felt tired out all the time.
"Retonga gave me wonderful
relief. I don't have to take
strong laxatives, I sleep restfully, and my nerves have settled
back to normal. I relish every
meal. I feel so much stronger
and better that I am on the go
all day. Retonga deserves all the
praise I can give it."
Retonga is intended to relieve
distress due to Vitamin B-1 deficiency, constipation, insufficient flow of digestive juices in
the stomach, and loss of appetite.
Accept no substitute. Retonga
may be obtained at Dawson's
—adv.
Drug Store.

Do false teeth drop, slip or
wobble when you talk, eat, laugh
or sneeze? Don't be annoyed and
embarrassed by such handicaps.
FASTEETH, an alkaline (nonacid) powder to sprinkle on your
plates, keeps false teeth more
firmly set. Gives confident feeling of security and added comfort. No gummy, gooey, pasty
taste or feeling.. Get FASTEETH
today at any drug store.

That interest in gardening and
other food production will reach
a new high this year is indicated by the large number of
requests for information received
by . the Kentucky College of
Agriculture and .Home Economics.'To meet the increasing de- 'More than 23,000 American
mands in the various phases of Indians are in the armed services. _,Everybody re-ads The Leader!
the subject, specialists at the
college have prepared a series of
leaflets based on their work
and observations.
In Leaflet 60, "Grow Your
Own Food," a general idea of
the foods needed every day and
what must be produced to supply them, is given. Leaflet 61,
"Your Vegetable Garden," tells
what and how to plant and how
We have received bulk seed for your
to care for the garden.
Available also are the following: "More Milk from the
Family Cow," Leaflet 28; "Chickens and Eggs for Home Use,"
Leaflet 82; "Grow Fruits and
Berries for Home use," Leaflet
Onion Sets and Plants
1; and "Can Fruits and VegetCabbage Plants
ables," Leaflet 47.
Copies of the above may be
had upon request from the college or from county agricultural
or home agents.

OPTOMETRIST

m On The Co All Day
d Never Get That Exasted Feeling I Used To
ye," States Mrs. Wyatt.

William Reeder, postoffice clerk
at the Ogden air service coplmand, finally got his alarm clock,
even though it came all the way
from Iran. American-made too.
of a
A member of the crew
heavy bomber back from the
middle east sold it to Reeder for
$1.

H. C. NEWSOM

The English call a thumb-tack
a drawing pin.

Phone 250

Don't Neglect Slipping

Garden Seed

Dr. Hallie C. Watt
l'hoor 197

Round-The-World Clock
Hill Field, Utah (IP)—Corp.

Pittsburgh (A') — One of Vincent Valent's hens laid a nineounce egg, more than three
times the average weight.

try them for 30 days—then see It you,
too, don't remarkably benefit. Follow
label directions. Pink/lama Tablets are
well worth trying/

Lydia Pinkham's TAINTS

makers of all kinds. Here's all you do:

The first recorded almanac
was written in 1380 in England.

the year previous.
Of Being Mayor
At Alvation, Warren county,
Pittsburgh (4)—Gen. U. S.
More than 43,000 acres of
an average of 117 school lunches Grant didn't set his political
planted
were
seed
for
rye
balbo
were served daily in the winter sights beyond being mayor of.
last fall for harvest in 1944, alGalena, Ill., according to Capt.
months.
of
acreage
the
most two times
W. H. Tandy of Lyon county Samuel Dean, old-time Ohio
a year ago.
who
man
steam-boat
reports that the growth of balbo river
Tomato growers in 30 counties rye far surpassed that of com- knew the President when he was
in the state grew 7,737 acres of mon rye and barley sowed in in the leather business at Galena.
tomatoes for commercial can- the same field at the same time. .Capt. Dean said that one day
neries last year.
The amount of pulpwood cut G.rant told him: ,
DO TIIIS FOR
Homemakers in Casey county during 1943 in state, equalled
"You know, Sam, my greatare urging the production of the total amount cut in the past est ambition is to be elected'
more milk, eggs, fruits, sorghum, 12 years.
mayor of Galena. The first thingl
greens and salad vegetables in
It is estimated that the hybrid I'd do would be to build a board '
their live-at-home program.
corn acreage in Owsley county walk I'm my store to the
In Pike county it is expected will be double that of a year house."
that 100 4-H club members will ago.
plant an approved variety of
School Jeep
If you need to
hybrid corn.
garden
Jabs Japs
Victory
A county-wide
WIIEN A COLD stuffs up the nose,
Erie, Pa. (Al—Pupils at St.
contest in Woodford county again
causes mouth breathing, throat
tickle and night coughing, use
who
purchased
school,
Andrews
will be sponsored by the counthis time-tested Vicks treatment
enough bonds to buy a jeep for
ty Chamber of Commerce.
that goes to work Instantly ...
2 ways et once!
the Marines, recived a letter
More than a million gallons of
At bedtime rub good old Vicks
from Lt. S. H. McAlony, which
water were sold to farmers in
VapoRub on throat, chest and
NerVe One of th•
said:
from
month
a
in
back.Then watch its PENETRATINGGrant county
lost Home Ways!
"MtUTillaaction bring relief
"The first automobile driven
a local reservoir.
Yon girls who suffer from simple anefrom distress.
The Kentucky Wool Growers mia or who lose so much during month- by United States troops to land
It PENETRATES to upper breathly periods that you are pale, feel tired,
territory since
Japanese
ing passages with soothing
Cooperative Association handled weak. "dragged out—because you lack on
vapors. It STRAUIATER
medicinal
1,120,613 pounds of wool in 1943 precious blood-iron — start today — try Pearl Harbor was our jeep from
chest and back surfaces like a
Lydia Pinkhama TABLETS.
the children of St. Andrews in
comforting poultice...
warming,
Finkham's Tablets is one of the greatand keeps on working for hours,
est blood-iron tonics you can buy to Erie."
seen while you sleep—to ease
help build up red blood to give more
Lt. McAlony did not reveal
coughing spasms, relieve muscucases.
such
energy—In
and
strength
lar soreness and
where the jeep was given its
Taken as dtliected—.-FInkham's TabtAghtness—and bring VICKS
baptism of fire.
1.111.
."
VAPOR
lets is one of the best home ways to
such grand comfort!
\...
get precious Iron into the blood. Just

Service Insurance
Agency

You can make a lonely soldier happy by sending him
your old, unused musical instruments—harmonicas,flutes,
ocarinas, bazookas, accordions, pocket-size music-

It

1,

61414
&.1 1 You take your gift to your
nearest Coca-Cola dealer.

Coca-Cola truck picks
it up and sends it to Uncle
Sam.

2 The

—
abi 1Fr
44;ivar _
A-414 -

-

3 The U. S. Army sends it to
the boys.

4 in

camp and overseas,
American boys will welcome your gift.

Don't delay—do it today.

HOPKINSVILLE COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO
01944 It..

C Co..•

Sixty-eight counties produced
commercial acreages of sweet potatoes last year, 54 counties for
the first time.

INSURANCE OF ALL
KINDS

C. W. BEALMER
111 W. Market Street

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

FARMERS

LIJIN011.41.1,J1at
jr
ai

CONSTRUCTION

FOR SPRING CLEAN-UP

WORKERS
WANTED
BY TVA FOR
KENTUCKY DAM
AND
FONTANA DAM
UNSKILLED AND
SEMISKILLED
JOBS OPEN
•Experience not required
•48 hour minimum workweek
•Tim and a half over 40 hours.
•Room and board at low cost
•Transportation paid
Apply at the

The ideal eleatier for Venetian Blinds and fine enameled

UNITED STATES
EMPLOYMENT SERVICE

See our line of Sherwin-Williams Polish-01 for furnl-

War Manpower
Commission

FIAX-SOAP FOR WASHING WOODWORK ...
PLO-WAX - THE LIQUID WAX FOR FLOORS.,.
PREPARED WAX, THE PASTE WAX FOR FLOORS.

Hopkinsville, Kentucky
203 East Ninth Street -

of your tractors, trucks and farm-machinery, so that
they can do their part in producing the additional
food our Boys need for Victory! Remember—idle
rust and grinding wear help the Axis.
planting the
Every Southern farmer is doing his share in
With a
total.
16,000,000 acres more than last year's record
machinery
and
shortage of manpower, his tractors, trucks
must be on the job—constantly—to do their share.
plants
There are more than 500 Standard Oil bulk storage
Mississippi,
and
in Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Kentucky,
in maintaining
you
help
to
them
of
each
in
men
willing
with
machinery.
farm
of
life
the
prolonging
and
the efficiency
it for
doing
been
have
them—they
to
new
This is nothing
available
are
products
Oil
Standard
and
service
years. Their
Fights for
everywhere. Let them help you in this "Food
Freedom" program.

As

FREE Wartime Maintenance Manual
Get a copy of this complete,
64-page book from your
Standard Oil man. It will
help you keep your farm machinery "Fit and Fighting."

Thursday, March 23
THESE ARE WAR JOBS
Persons in other war work
ahoold not appl,

STANDARDAOIL

M ANY
!
,
•

on the
Illinois Central has been a proud businoes. That's why so many youngsters,from
the day they begin to plan at all, plan on
following their fathers and grandfathers
into the service of this railroad. You have
to like your work,to let your boy plan like
•
that. And these people dot
Such enthusiasm means exceptional service to all who use the Illinois Central. Its
results have been evident in the way this
railroad has met war transportation emergencies. All of us know how victory depends
on the swift movement of men and materials.

r'VER THS YEARS, railroading

ILLINOIS

We are
"home folks"
all upend down
the line. We are
proud of our contribution toward
winning the war—all
42,000 of us. Until the war has been won,our
main concern is victory. After that, all we
have learned in the war years will be turned
to account in improving Illinois Central
service. We want to keep on earning your
good will I

CENTRAL

SYSTEM

calaurate services
March 21,
gin Tuesday,
will Sunday, May 28. The
Willis
Simeon
Governor
commencement ad- ficlally closes. June 2
deliver the
for
Subscribe to The
June 1. BacThursday,
—Prepared to train students
for dress on
the present day as well as
State
the post-war world, Murray
schedule
College annouked the
summer
for the spring and
quarters, according to Dr. James
H. Richmond, president.
Students will register for the
when
March
$t240 VALVE'rett
spring quarter Monday,
you buy large size
day
last
the
20, with March 25
SAY ARE NEEDED IN IR
EXPERTS
GOVERNMENT
Nit *MINS AND MINI MS
to register for full load and
STORE
DRUG
WOOD
March 27 the last day to register
bewill
Classwork
credit,
for

Governor To Address
Murray Grads June 1

Pfc. James R. Berkley, U. S.
Army, son of Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Berkley, Dawson Springs, Route
3, is now stationed in New
Guinea, Pfc. Berkley has been
overseas 18 months.
• • •
Corporal Jack Gordon Nichols,
stationed with a railway battal-

q

4

•

size FREE

Many Thousands
More Farmers Needed

lion in Alaska, is on furlough,
visiting his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Nichols, near Princeton. He visited relatives in Paducah last week.
• • •
Lieut. (10 E. E. Bagshaw, is
in Caledonia, it was stated by
Mrs. Bagshaw this week. Lieut.
Bagshaw has been been overseas since Feb. 1, and Mrs. Bagshaw and son are with her
mother, Mrs. R. M. Pool, West
Main street.
• • •
Sergeant Woodrow McGregor,
Ft. Bragg, N. C., recently spent
a furlough with relatives here.
• • •
Private William F. Glass, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Archie Glass,
of Pekin, Illinois, has arrived
safely in England. Pvt, Glass is
with the Infantry Division, of
the Army, and has relatives in
the Lewistown section of Caldwell county.
• • •
Private Tom Brown, Army Air
Corps, stationed at Municipal
Airport, El Paso, Texas, is on
furlough, visiting his mother,
Mrs. A. E. Brown and other
relatives.
• • •
Word has been received here
by his wife that Ralph Mason,
U. S. Army, stationed in England, has recently been promoted
to rank of Corporal. He also
wrote that he recently visited
Stratford-On-Avon. Cpl. Mason
Is former manager of the Red
Front Store in Kuttawa.
• • •
Sergeant George French, stationed at Camp Gordon, Georgia,
is in the Station Hospital there
for treatment. He recently spent
a furlough with his mother, Mrs.
Ethel French and family, Highland Avenue.
• • •
•
Pfc. Jack Giannini, Third Air
Force Replacement Depot, Plant
Park, Tampa, Florida, is on
furlough visiting his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Giannini, Franklin. Street. He will return to
duty next Thursday.
• • ,•
Private J. W. Tatum, stationed
at Gulfport Air Field, Gulfport,
Mississippi, is on furlough, visiting relatives here.

IN 1944, TO WORK
CO-OPERATIVELY ON THESE
JOBS:
1-Raise More Food For Victory
2-Defend Agricultures' Rights
3-Defend Farmers' Rights
Against Encroachment
SIGN UP WITH

Royal CanadRCAF PLANE CRASHES THROUGH ROOF—Two
when their training
ian Airforce flyers narrowly escaped death
East Buffalo, N. Y.,
plane (above) crashed through the roof of an
occupant of the
home. Neither was injured seriously. The lone (AP Wirephoto).
burt.
dwelling, Mrs. Elizabeth Wurzer, was not

Public Asked To Dogs And Chickens
Donate Musicial Cause Complaints
Band Instruments
City-wide collection of musical
instruments for soldiers at the
front is under way here this
week. A part of a nation-wide
campaign to provide our fighting men with the means of making their own music, the drive
is directed at rounding up the
hundreds of saxophones, banjos,
and other instruments that lie
forgotten in closets and attics
throughout the city.
Sponsored by the Army as
a means of building morale of
our fighting men, collection of
musical instruments will make
it possible for soldiers all over
the world to form orchestras in
tt.eir camps or posts, or to gather around in the evening and
make music.
The Army has requested "CocaCola" bottlers all over the country to act as agents for this
campaign. Anybody having any
unused musical instruments may
take them to any grocery store,
filling station, drug store or
other place that sells bottled
Coca-Cola. Trucks of the Hopkinsville Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
have agreed to pick instruments
up at these places and ship them
to the Army which in turn will
distribute them to the soldiers.
All instruments except pianos,
bull fiddles, or phonographs are

'Lilting blossom-prints on soft-hued backgrounds
—radiant as spring itself! One and two-pieee designs, slimly tailored or gently moulded to make
the most of your figure. Handsomely detailed
braid or shirred pockets, eye.catching buttons,
2.
1
2-24/
1
flatteringly soft necklines. 12-20. 16/

Chickens and dogs running at
large claimed attention at Monday night's session of City Council, it being brought out that
there is an ordinance agianst
chickens running at large, and
complaints had been made about
dogs chasing cars on Main street,
especially Sunday afternoons.
Necessity of Victory Gardens
this year makes it more imperative that damage done by chickens and dogs not be tolerated, an
offical said. The police department was requested to patrol the
business section more systematically, especially Saturday nights.
Mayor Cash reported receiving a telephone message from a
Kansas City engineering firm
relative to improvement of the
sewage disposal plant and stated
a representative of the firm
will visit Princeton to confer
with officials.
The session was attended by
Councilmen Blackbu-n, Hamand
monds, Lacey, Morgan
Quinn with Mayor Cash presiding.

There is something reassuring
and confidence inspiring in the
flexible "give-and-take" of a
shoe fashioned of crushable
leather. Something extremely
smart too.

urgently needed, according to
T. E. Overshiner, president of
the Hopkinsville Coca-Cola Bottling Company. He points out
that because of war productio
demands, it has not been possibl
to manufacture as many musica
instrucetns as are needed in our
instruments as are needed in ou
through March 27.

odi it* ,r,"'

Victory Gardens. Is your ground all ready? Your Red Front Store is well stocked
with early seed potatoes, onion sets, and all kind of package vegetable seed. Get
them in early and help Uncle Sam as well as yourself in producing your food.

I

SCOTT COUNTY TOMATO SOUP

Vanilla Wafers

cellophane

4

No. 2 can 1 1 V,

concentrated,

Sunshine Cut stringts

15( Green Beans less, no 3poinc
23
Peanut Butter
required. No. 2 can, 12c

35

r
splgeunadliidty16 oz
jar

R

•

.

Sun Maid Seedless 15-oz

aisins no points required

pkg.

SALAD DRESSING, Table Charm

1,4

16 oz. jar

most delicious

ARCADY DOG RATION

2 lb. pkg.

Wilson's Selected

19c

C
GLOSS STARCH, Penick's, splendid
hot or cold, 1 lb. pkg. Sc,
2 pkgs. 14

Pig Feet
34
laundry Bleach qt. bottle 10c
Grapefruit Juice
13c Corn
A
,
Sauce
28 oz. jar

33

DRIED FIGS, California, fancy

quality, no points required

.r2N
in
cap
SZoe

Brook's, for meats, fish

_

gravy, etc.

May Day Cream Style
white

No. 2 can

bottle 1 4
1

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
HEAD LETTUCE
5 dozen size
Fresh
GREEN BEANS
New Texas

CA BRA GE

loct

I

9C

SWEET POTATOES
fancy Nancy Halls
Wine Sais, ()id Fashion
RED APPLES
ORANGES,sweet Florida
extra large 126 size

;QUASH
:',
yellow, small and tender

OU live in Kentiulty. You love your
state. You wish it had better sc:oals and
roads and hospitals ... more prosperity
.. . so the state could 'get ahead . . and so
the young folks would have better crobt tunities
*here at home.

y

You know more industries would help
Kentucky, for ini:ustries create work, payrolls
itild taxes
. bett.'r living for everyone. You
wonsier uhat can be done to bring mato -inclustries) YOU are told that'!" large quantity of cheap
electricity from the gavernment-owned TVA,
nude available in Kentucky, would do the job.
But gust is not irue. Low-cost power for
Industry is already available in almost unlimited
volume here. The business managed electric

companies atreadi serve mot of the 'greyest
iniItistries, including dram 210 coal rn;nes. In
the last 31 years no factory has stayed Oin Of
Kentuay for lack of cl1:,-p power.
The truth is that e1.-e!..eity is about the
cheapest. item used by industry. The U.
S.
Census Bureau rellorts that only 82 cerkts worth
of electric power is re:Ili/red in the
manufacture
of the average product woith 1,100. That is
less
than one per cent. So if electricity were free,
it would make little difference in the
average
manufacturing cost.
Favorable tax laws and a friendly, sound,
thrifty state government attract industry. In ills.
try likes an atmosphere that makes it
fed at
home.,It likes to feel safe from unfair
attacks

. safe from destructive agitation agair
paying business,
You are a citizen, a tavpayer, a
Through your representatives in the
YOU can help to create an atmosphere tli.'
favor a steady industrial growth in Keil
with almost unlimited advantages for the
All that any legitimate business asks
treatment. But no business can SUM'
meet unfair conipetie
from governme,
sidised, 4ax-free enterprises— Whether
rnanufactunng, or banking, 2r farming.
supplying electricity .. or ailingr
greceie'
clothing and hardware.

RED FRONT
CASH & CARRY STORES

Tax Paying Utility Under Federal and State
Regulation

REDDY KII.OWATT
Your eleA:trical Ser%

